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Galaxy cluster scaling relations are of interest both because of the information they pro-
vide about cluster structure, and because of their use in cluster-based cosmology studies. We
present here early results from a study of a large, homogeneously reduced sample of interme-
diate and high redshift clusters observed with Chandra. These preliminary findings indicate
that X-ray luminosity–temperature scaling relations do not in fact evolve according to the
standard self-similar scaling. Also, we show that scatter about scaling relations is reduced
by using central surface brightness as a third parameter, with the resulting scatter being
smaller than that obtained using two-parameter relations constructed from core-subtracted
quantities.

Data

We are using a sample of∼75 clusters from the Chandra archive, with redshifts z ∼ 0.2−1.
All data reduced by us, producing a large, uniformly-analyzed sample. We measure X-
ray temperature TX from a single-temperature fit to the entire cluster, and core-subtracted
temperature TXCS using a region that excludes the central 0.2r500. We measure 0.5–2 keV
X-ray luminosities LX projected within r500 and r2500, core-subtracted luminosities LXCS

measured excluding the central 0.2r500, and ICM mass MICM. The central surface brightness
I0 is determined both from β model fits and from averaging within 0.05r500 of the cluster
peak.

Preliminary Tests of Standard Evolution and of Non-evolution of Observables

We are studying the evolution of multiple X-ray scaling relations, both with and with-
out standard evolution. Including “standard evolution” entails both scaling the virial radii
used to measure ICM mass and projected luminosity, and scaling the final values by the
appropriate multiple of the evolution parameter E(z).

We show here preliminary results involving the projected luminosity within r2500 and the
ICM mass within r500. We show here results for the cases of assumed standard evolution
(Figure 1) and no assumed evolution (Figure 2). In each case we show the deviations from
the observable–temperature relation constructed from core-subtracted quantities, and the
deviations from the observable–temperature–central brightness relation.

The LXCS-TXCS relation is not consistent with either the no evolution or standard evolu-
tion scenarios; the MICM-TXCS relations show evolution consistent with zero in both cases.
There is > 1σ evidence of negative luminosity evolution; that is, clusters are systematically
less luminous at earlier times. Negative evolution of the LX-TX relation has been previously
reported in some observational studies (e.g., Ettori et al. 2004) and simulations (e.g., Kay
et al. 2006); other studies report positive or no evolution (e.g., Kotov & Vikhlinin 2005).
Negative evolution may be linked, for example, to development of cool cores in a greater
fraction of the cluster population as the universe ages (though some theoretical and obser-
vational studies have suggested that this is not the case).
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Figure 1: The ratio of measured cluster luminosity and ICM mass to the best fit scaling
relations is plotted here versus redshift. The top panel in each figure is a two parameter
(luminosity/ICM mass and temperature) fit using core-subtracted quantities, and the bottom
panel is a three parameter fit (luminosity/ICM mass, temperature, and central brightness)
using non-core-subtracted quantities. Standard self-similar evolution is included in the mass
and luminosity measurements. The dashed line shows the best fit evolution parameter γ
(i.e., the normalization is assumed to vary as (1 + z)γ).

The LX-TX-I0 results are striking, with strong negative evolution. This probably re-
lates to evolution of cluster central densities, and thus of I0 itself, which may provide some
information about the evolution of cluster cores.

Early Results: Core-Subtracted Quantities vs. I0 Dependence

In O’Hara et al. (2006) we examined scatter about scaling relations involving 45 low-
redshift clusters observed with ROSAT PSPC. We found that scatter was greater for clusters
with less substructure, and that the cluster central surface brightness I0 can be used as a
proxy for cool core “strength”, reducing scatter in all X-ray scaling relations we studied.

Studies of clusters scaling relations often use data that excludes the central regions of
clusters, under the assumption that this reduces scatter introduced by processes in the
core region that do not affect large-scale cluster properties. With our Chandra sample we
can investigate whether a relation constructed from core-subtracted quantities—say, core-
subtracted luminosity LXCS and temperature TXCS—shows less scatter than a relation that
uses I0 as a third parameter.

It can be clearly seen in Figure 3 that the use of I0 as a third parameter decreases the
scatter more than the simple exclusion of core regions; the intrinsic scatter of the three-
parameter relation is ∼40% less than that of the core-subtracted relation. The effect is
much smaller in scaling relations involving parameter such as MICM, which are not affect by
core structure to as great an extent.

This method holds great promise for increasing the accuracy of masses derived from
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simple luminosity measurements in X-ray cosmology surveys, though there remain questions
involving the accurate measurement of central surface brightness for clusters with shallow
or low-resolution observations.
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Figure 2: Same as Figure 1, but with cluster parameters measured assuming no evolution.

Figure 3: Deviation from scaling relations (including best-fit evolution) is shown versus
temperature.
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